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Experience

u 1 jury trial, 3 bench trials, 2 arbitrations

u 2 bench trials and 2 arbitrations since January 2021

u Innumerable cases that have settled “on the courthouse steps”

u Case values ranging from $100m+ to as little as $40k

u Litigation teams of all sizes:

u As small as partner, me, paralegal

u As large as requiring review team of 25 people + multiple partners

u Note: usually use e-discovery platform, Relativity;
also, will not be covering preservation of data today

u What is your experience with e-Discovery? The opinions expressed in this 
presentation are my own.



Let’s Get Organized!
Question: What kind of case are you working on?

• High stakes, unlikely to settle?

• Low stakes, likely to settle?

• Something else?

Why Does it Matter?

Case type may determine budget and scope of e-discovery.  What follows can be 
seen as a “menu” of e-discovery options.  Pick what works best for your case.

Important:

Discuss goals of e-discovery early, and revisit them throughout the process.



Getting Organized, Step 1:  Case Memo
u Case Management Memo

u Are you keeping one?  

u Whose job is it to update?

u What information are you tracking?

u Check in with attorneys to see if new information should be added

u Items to add/confirm early on:

u Who are the key witnesses?

u What are the key dates?

u What are the key issues?

u What are the expected data sources?

u Why it matters:
u Useful for drafting written discovery responses, Rule 26 disclosures

u In e-discovery, these inputs will be used for identifying records custodians, 
searchable date ranges, and in drafting search queries



Case Memo Example:



Getting Organized, Step 2:  ESI Collection



Sample ESI Query Work



Sample ESI Query Meet & Confer



Sample ESI Query Tracking



Getting Organized, Step 2:  ESI Collection



Getting Organized, Step 3:  Preparing for 
Document Review
u Preparing for Document Review:

u Can we/should we be using database analytics?

u Who is the review team?  What will they need for success?

u Outside reviewers? (i.e., external to firm)

u Attorneys staffed on the case full-time

u Reviewers pulled from throughout the firm for limited purpose of the review?

u A mix?

u How experienced is the team?

u What is your role on the team?

u Why does it matter?

u These are additional factors that can change the needs/scope of the document 
review



Getting Organized, Step 3:  Preparing for 
Document Review
Time to set up the review database … But First!

1. Ask – What Tags, How Many Tags, Why, How Will They Be Used?

2. Ask – Who will be using the document review work product? 

u Relatedly, are we in state or federal court?

3. Set Up Review Database

u Issue Tags

u Witness Tags

u Key Docs

u Tags for “unsearchable” document types (images, video, audio files)

u Privilege (e.g. persistent highlighting of counsel/staff names/law firms)

4. Ask – What does the review team need to stay on track?

u Document Review Protocol?

u Copy of a protective order?

u Copy of the discovery requests?

u Dedicated “chat” to surface questions?

u Something else?



Sample Review Protocol



Staying Organized: Document Review

Key Question:  

How can we ensure that the review 
results in useful work product?

u Meet with/check in with the review team.  Make sure the review is 
moving along.

u Review team memos

u Summaries of custodians, of issues [batch assignments]

u Space to identify key docs

u Other ideas?



Sample Reviewer Memo



Staying Organized: E-Discovery & Beyond

u Depositions:  Using Witness Tags

u Expert depos?

u PMKs?

u Motion Practice:  Using Issue Tags

u Trial:  Using these + Key Docs Tag

u ASK:  What does the user of this work product prefer?

u Moving to paper/hard copy

u Moving out of a review database to electronic file folders

u File naming conventions



Getting Creative: Case Study 1

Disclose in written discovery responses that 
will collect ESI from a subset of potential 

custodians; apply date ranges; apply search 
terms

To combat ESI processing costs, set up 
alternative repository for data; select 

relevant docs from this repository and have 
only these processed/reviewed

Produce all docs from the custodians that 
hit on a limited set of search criteria (like 

the party’s name or email address domains); 
conduct only a privilege review; also 
conduct a review for “bad language”

To combat hosting costs, after making the 
document production, archive any data you 

don’t expect will be used further in the 
case

Case is low stakes in terms of 
$$ at issue; but opposing 

party threatens to take the 
case to trial anyway on 

principle.  Client’s ESI files 
are extensive.

Other Ideas?



Getting Creative: Case Study 2

Collect documents from the most relevant 
custodians only.  Find alternative data hosting 

platform to reduce hosting costs.

Create a reasonable set of search queries based on 
the RFPs.  Run these on an iterative basis to get to 

a set of docs that come within scope of the 
scheduling order.  TRACK this process closely.  

Report efforts to opposing counsel.

Create search queries to identify the documents 
we want to use to prove our affirmative case and 
defenses.  Confirm with client we have what we 

need.  Ask lots of questions. 

Review every doc produced by the other side.

The arbitrator has issued a scheduling 
order that limits discovery (no request 
can result in more than 500 document 
hits), but the arbitration agreement 

incorporates the FRCP.  Client also has 
a huge data set.  Case is on fast track 

to trial.

Other Ideas?



Thanks for 
joining me 

today!
Any questions?


